TRAINING MANUAL FOR YOUR NEW PUPPY
CRATE TRAINING YOUR NEW PUPPY
Bringing home your adorable new puppy is one of the happiest days you will experience. We want to
help you in keeping your little furry friend save and protected and house trained as soon as possible.
By capitalizing on a dog's instincts as a den animal, crate training offers numerous benefits for both you
and your puppy. It can help simplify the house training process, and it can provide a safe place to keep
your dog when you can't supervise him or if he's sick or injured. You should begin crate training puppy
after you bring him home. The sooner the crate training process gets underway, the sooner your puppy
will have a den to call his own.
Four easy steps
PLACE THE CRATE IN A HIGH TRAFFIC AREA
Put your puppy's crate in a room you're in often such as the kitchen or family room (we recommend the
kitchen). He should be able to see what's going on around him while he's crated so he feels like he's
part of the pack. If you keep the crate in a secluded area such as a basement or bedroom, your puppy
will feel isolated and come to associate being in the crate as punishment.
LET PUPPY INVESTIGATE AT HIS OWN PACE
Put your puppy next to the crate with the door open. Set a treat or some kibble in the crate to coax him
inside. Once he goes in after the treat, say a command such as "in the crate" and praise him. Do this
for several minutes, luring your puppy into the crate, saying your chosen command as he enters, and
then praising him.
Never force your puppy to go in the crate, which can create a bad association with being crated. The
best results come by crate training puppy in a positive manner.
SHUT THE DOOR WHEN HE'S READY
Once your puppy seems comfortable, have him go into the crate as described above and shut the door
for a minute or so. Then open it and call your puppy. Give him lots of praise when he comes to you.
Repeat the process several times leaving the door shut for longer periods.
Do not open the crate if your puppy whines or barks! He'll quickly learn that whining and barking
opens the door, which can hamper the crate training process. Instead, slap the door of the crate and
say "Quiet!". Wait until puppy settles down and is quiet for at least a few minutes before you open the
door. Then call him and give lots of praise when he comes to you.
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DO NOT FEED PUPPY IN HIS CRATE
Keep his food and water bowl near the crate not inside. If your puppy is under 3.5lbs. You should put
some food inside the crate so he can eat when hungry. As he gains weight and grows discontinue
feeding inside the crate.

HOW TO HOUSEBREAK YOUR PUPPY
Many owners dread housebreaking their puppy, but with a little knowledge it can be relatively painless.
You can anticipate your puppy's needs and reduce the chance of accidents with a simple schedule and
a watchful eye.
Schedule puppy's activities
The most important detail in housebreaking is to make a schedule and stick to it. This both minimizes
the opportunity for accidents and builds your pup's confidence. If you keep track of when food and
water goes in, you can predict when it needs to come back out. As the days go by you'll notice your
puppy can hold himself for longer periods, which means more praise and trust from you.
The best housebreaking schedule sets times for when puppy gets food and water, when he plays or
goes for walks, and, of course, bathroom breaks. Plan each activity for the same time every day.
Because dogs are creatures of habit, the more regimented the schedule the easier it will be for your
puppy to learn what you expect from him.
How often to go out
In the beginning stages of housebreaking puppy, you should take him out of the crate in the morning
when he wakes up, every hour-and-a-half during the day, and in the evening before bed. Later on, your
pup should only need to go out in the morning, evening, and after meals or long play sessions. The
following is a simple formula to remember:
Puppy’s age plus one
Add one to your puppy's age in months to get the number of hours he should be able to wait before
going out. So a puppy that's two months old can wait about three hours; you'll need to take him outside
at least once during the night.
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To avoid accidents while housebreaking, pay attention to how your puppy signals he needs to go out.
Signs may include sniffing or scratching at the ground or door, pacing, or whining. Once you're keyed in
to these behaviors, you can extend the periods between bathroom breaks.
Taking puppy outside
The heart of learning how to housebreak a puppy comes when it's time to go outside.
Take puppy to the designated soiling area
Always use the same route to get there and don't let him out on his own. You want to be sure he goes
in the same place every time and that you're there to give praise.
Repeat a housebreaking command as he starts to go
When it looks like your puppy is about to go, softly repeat a command like "hurry up" or "do it". Don't
stop repeating the command until puppy actually starts to go.
Switch to gentle praise
Quietly switch from the command to gentle praise once he starts to eliminate and continue to praise
until he's done. It may take a few times for your puppy to be completely empty, particularly in the
mornings. Wait until you're certain he's finished, then give him some hearty praise and head back to the
house.
If this method is used consistently when housebreaking your puppy, you'll eventually be able to make
him go on command.
How to deal with accidents
You should expect a few accidents during the housebreaking process. Whatever you do, do not
punish your puppy! Don't rub his nose in the mess and don't discipline after he's already eliminated in
the house because you think he knows what he did. This will only confuse and intimidate your puppy.
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Catching him in the act
Clap your hands or slap the wall. Make any loud noise you can to interrupt the behavior. Then scoop
your puppy up and take him outside to the soiling area. When he's done, praise him as usual.
For all other times
Clean up the mess and figure out where YOU went wrong in housebreaking puppy. Did you ignore the
schedule, give him water late at night, or miss the signs that he needed to go out? If you can see where
you failed your pup, you can be better prepared to help him succeed.
Clean up messes with a product designed for pet accidents. Never use household cleaners or those
containing ammonia, which can't remove the odor. Your puppy may revisit the area if it's not properly
cleaned.

Learning how to housebreak a puppy is a pretty simple task if you stay
alert and stick to your schedule. With consistency and plenty of praise,
your puppy will be housebroken in no time.
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